
2015 Dead Weight/Percentage Pull Rules    
                         
Pulling will be on a percentage of weight pulled to the weight of the tractor and operator. Pulls will be 
divided into two categories (Light and Heavy) Except JR pull.

1. Tractors must be of brand name and have a serial number in proper location as
Stated by manufacturer, if newer than 1940 or be approved by the tractor pull
Committee before entering the pulling contest.
2. Saturday of the August Show a contestant can only enter two tractors in any combination of classes. 
(Classes are 1946 and older light & heavy, and 1947 to 1960 light & heavy.)
3. Tractors will pull as weighed. No adding of fuel or weights after weigh-in. If
tractor runs out of fuel one gallon of fuel may be added while in rotation. Track
chairman must be notified prior to addition.
4. No late entries will be accepted without prior approval. Contestants wishing to
pull must be weighed in according to specified time by the day which their
tractors class will be pulling. No substituting of drivers. If you weigh the tractor in you pull it.
5. No tractor will be weighed in after the specified cut-off-time. Tractor and driver
must be in line at cut-off-time for weigh-in (chairmen’s decision).
6. No contestant under the age of 16 will be allowed to pull on Saturday at the show
(must have proof of age i.e. birth certificate, driver’s license, state id etc…).
Contestants under age 18 must have written permission from parent or guardian
and must be at trackside at time of pull.
7. Driver must start with a tight chain. Two attempts will be allowed to move the
sled (15) fifteen feet.
Spotting of the Sled (dirt/steel only)
8. The Sled can be spotted providing the following occurs. If the previous (2) two
tractors are not able to pull the weight (4-hooks) the (3rd) third tractor must
attempt to pull and if unsuccessful the sled will then be spotted in the same
direction (room permitting) regardless of rotation.
9. All general also apply.


